The Impact of Usability in Emergency Telemedical Services
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ABSTRACT

The aim of this study is to identify key usability requirements in telemedical services; in particular, services specialized on emergencies. To generate an optimal user-centered workflow, the communicative and organizational structure of an exemplary system was analyzed. We focused on the impact of new technologies, which are introduced to the medical workflow. The graying of societies implicates two major consequences in this context: An increasing number of older people needing medical care and a shortage of medical staff in the next generation reveal a threatening supply gap concerning the security of people’s health. To bridge this gap, it is necessary to develop alternative systems, which can guarantee an area-wide supply of emergency medical services, especially in rural regions with an insufficient infrastructure. Results show a high potential of telemedical emergency care, though the benefit critically depends on the given system’s usability and the appropriateness of the workflow. On this basis, we introduce first guidelines, in both, communicative and ergonomic criteria, which should be carefully followed by medical practitioners, and designers, likewise.
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INTRODUCTION

When people call an ambulance in case of emergency, they depend on the medical aid provided by emergency medical services (EMS). Due to the demographic
change in western countries, the area-wide supply of EMS cannot be maintained in the future in its current form and quality. Because of the graying of societies, the population of experts in the medical sector, especially in EMS, declines while the number of older people relying on medical support increases. In rural areas of Germany, the shortage of emergency physicians has already been noticeable.

Looking behind the scenes of today’s EMS in Germany, several shortcomings are revealed. Up to now, these systems lack of a systematic and standardized quality control, for both, communicative and or organizational structures: No nationwide standard or rather standardized quality control is implemented in EMS, so far. This is especially harmful as a rescue process entails a highly complex time-critical organizational workflow, with many actors on-site and remotely (hospital, police, fire brigades) as well as a high probability of pitfalls within this process. As a consequence of the complex circumstances a rescue mission is executed in, the documentation of the process often is insufficient in order to guide the rescue team in chaotic and time-critical situations. Also, the legibility of hard copy materials suffers from illegible handwritings of doctors, and the general problem of noting data while riding fast in an ambulance over bumpy streets.

One possible solution to bridge this upcoming supply gap and to overcome these present shortcomings is the implementation of telemedical services in the rescue chain, allowing the emergency doctor (referred to as ED) or paramedics on-site to access telemedical support if necessary. To derive full advantage of the telemedical services, requirements of its users (i.e. paramedics, the ED on-site (if present) as well as of the medical staff in the central unit remotely) have to be studied. How should an emergency telemedical service (ETS) be designed to be efficient, usable, and, most importantly, perceived as a surplus regarding time-critical information supply? How can ICT be smoothly integrated in the workflow without burdening, but supporting the medical personnel?

The majority of studies concerning ICT usage in EMS context so far concentrated on the usage of technology as such. Few studies focused on organizational issues and the communicative needs within different emergency teams [Reddy 2009]. Yet, the focus of studies dealing with emergency cases is mainly patient-centered [Trout 2000], while the perspective of emergency doctors has been widely neglected, even though he/she is the main actor taking the full responsibility for the treatment, organization of the whole operation, and the team coordination [Chisholm 2000]. In German EMS, the ED is the most important person as he is legally responsible for the patient’s safety and the medical treatment of the first aid.

THE USAGE OF ICT IN EMS

One of the key factors for effective emergency management is designing and implementing ICT within the EMS workflow. ICT has the potential to effectively support the coordination and cooperation between staff involved in the EMS workflow. To date, there is an upcoming number of studies reporting on the usage of ICT in the emergency-rescue-chain. In the United States, telemedical consultations be-
tween physicians in the hospitals and paramedics on-site are widely used and mostly accomplished via radio. By the use of ICT, the quality of primary care and intra-hospital procedures could be optimized respecting a faster and a more focused transfer of information [Wuerz et al. 1995, Adams et al. 2006, van Halteren et al. 2006]. As a reaction to recent crises, as 9/11, or hurricane Katrina in the United States, medical informatics researchers started to develop ICT as corrective measures to be used in disaster situations [Walderhaug et al. 2008, McCurdy et al. 2005]. Another innovate approach [Na et al. 2010] aims at the broad implementation of a telematic system in EMS, a so-called “teledoctor”. We will describe this concept in more detail in the following chapter. Across studies, a major claim is a high quality of ICT data reliability, security and safety, when designing innovative interactive systems for emergency response in a major incident [Kyng et al. 2006, Li et al. 2006].

Nowadays, it is widely accepted that ICT plays an increasingly important role in EMS and the workflow in hospital emergency departments. Though, to date, only few studies concentrate on communicative and as organizational issues as well as the coordination and cooperation of the different persons involved in the rescue chain. In a very recent study [Reddy et al. 2009], the coordination between a hospital emergency department and EMS team in the United States was examined, uncovering the enormous importance of social and communication aspects in the EMS workflow. Sociotechnical aspects [Berg, 1999] in the EMS-context are especially multifaceted and highly complex, accompanied by a high time pressure and responsibility. [Reddy et al. 2009] claim that the ICT usage within the EMS process must be based on a thorough understanding of the workflow and should face the potential areas of breakdown in the coordination between emergency personnel. In addition, the interaction of communication and interaction of humans with technology is an extremely important success factor to be considered in technology-supported EMS settings [Aarts et al. 1998, Manoj & Hubenko 2007, Wears & Perry 2002]. Among other factors, the technical competence of EMS staff, but also their acceptance barriers towards technology usage should be carefully studied prior to implementing technology in such a sensitive area [Arning & Ziefle 2009a+b, Ziefle 2002].

THE TELEDOCTOR CONCEPT

In the following, we explain the course of events in an emergency situation, actors, and the involved technology (Figure 1) in the telemmedical process. Firstly, a person calls 911 [112 in Germany] to inform the staff of the primary control unit about the emergency and to request the aid of a rescue team. The control unit transmits some incident describing keywords to the rescue team sent on-site. Usually, one emergency vehicle with two paramedics is sent out, but depending on the severity of the case, an additional car with an ED is dispatched as well. In this telemmedical concept we evaluate the utility of additional medical staff: an experienced emergency medical physician in a competence center, the so-called teledoctor. Assisted by advanced mobile data transmission, all vital parameters of a patient, as well as video and pictures of the scene, are transferred in real time to the compe-
The teledoctor and one paramedic on-site can communicate verbally via headsets. The other staff on-site is equipped with headsets, too in order to track the communication.

FIGURE 1: Subject of this analysis: the teledoctor concept

Besides verbal communication, the personnel on-site and the teledoctor can exchange information via a software installed on a tablet PC (see Figure 2). The teledoctor has the same software at his disposal and can enter the information with a multi-display workspace setup (see Figure 3).

FIGURE 2: ED using the tablet PC

FIGURE 3: Teledoctor in the multi-display workspace setup of the competence center

The software allows entering information as of a common emergency log. Besides this software, the teledoctor has access to information online as databases, e.g.
with detailed information on pharmaceuticals. Via a protected connection he/she can track the local position of the emergency vehicle on an online maps application and look inside the car by using a controllable camera. With this information, EDs can help the staff on-site with organizational support e.g. to contact a hospital, transfer data about the incident to the doctor in charge, consult with other institutions (e.g., family members, cardiologists, poisoning centers) or assist the completion of the emergency log. The EMS personnel on-site can mainly focus on the patient’s care and does not have to handle the various demands of an emergency situation.

ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF AN EMERGENCY TELEMEDICAL SERVICE

In the following we describe the methods we used for the analysis and evaluation and the results we derived from them.

METHODS

To evaluate the teledoctor concept a triangulation of methods was undertaken: semi-structured interviews, a participatory observation, and an ergonomic evaluation of the most important mobile technical device in the teledoctor concept, the tablet PC.

For the semi-structured interviews, an interview guide was designed. Medical professionals (n=11, ED1...ED11) volunteered as participants. These doctors (anesthesiologists) were on duty on several departments of hospitals (e.g. operating room, intensive care unit etc.) Apart from this, all queried physicians are taking shifts in EMS. Partially, they were experienced in using telemedical support (n=5). The interviews were recorded, transcribed and qualitatively analyzed regarding content.

Also, a participatory observation of real emergency cases was run: Two observers took part in eight rescue missions to identify problematic issues within the workflow. Observers were taking shifts alternately in the ambulance and the teledoctor office. Remarkable actions were recorded, as well as problems and individual coping strategies (measures taken by the actor to handle and solve the problem).

In order to evaluate usability and ergonomic issues of the tablet PC, we created a hardware dummy with the same measurements and shape as the as the original tablet PC, but made of wood with an adjustable weight. Each participant had to perform different writing tasks on a dummy with a predefined weight. The dummy was given to the people without explaining its handling to observe their intuitive way of grabbing and holding it. This is visualized in Figure 4.

30 participants (18-60 years, 50% of each gender (male: M=34 years, SD=14; female: M=39 years, SD=13) took part in our setting, which were allocated to three groups: Group 1 dealt with the dummy prepared with the original weight of the tablet PC (3.31 lbs/ 1500 g). A 2.43lbs/ 1100 g dummy was handed out to the second group and 1.54 lbs/ 700 g to group 3.
In the participatory observation on the emergency vehicle, we were able to watch the original tablet PC in use. Since it was never used no longer than five minutes without interruption when standing, we conducted our study not to last any longer than that. To create a realistic task we read out a story to users, while they answered some questions about it by marking the correct answer on a paper questionnaire placed on the dummy. After answering story related questions, users evaluated the appropriateness of the dummy’s weight (using another questionnaire).

RESULTS

Integrating ICT in the traditional workflow changes the process of a rescue mission. In particular, technical devices and its usage become an additional issue the medical staff has to deal with. The system presents strengths and weaknesses, which will be discussed. We will provide guidelines to overcome the mentioned risks as well.

Communication, Information and Organization Flow

Due to the integrated ICT, the communication between the medical personnel changes. The actors on-site communicate with the physically absent teledoctor. Neither eye contact nor physical actions (e.g. gestures) can be used to attract the attention of the people on the other location or to react on a natural turn-taking within the conversation. In this case, actors have to ensure with verbal comments that the interlocutor is listening, and to bide the correct moment to speak. „You must develop an own communication culture [within the system]. […] You have to learn to let people finish speaking, and to announce before asking a question as each question may interrupt actions on-site and deflect [actors’] attention” (ED10). To overcome these problems, communicative guidelines should be defined regarding the identification
of communicative paths, and the successful turn-taking between teledoctor and speaker on-site. In addition, the teledoctor must turn off her/his microphone when not needed in order to avoid the transmission of unnecessary noise or comments, which distract the rescue team on-site.

Furthermore, the communication on-site is reduced within the rescue team as well as between the medical staff and the patient because of the communicative integration of the teledoctor. The paramedics and the ED on-site are concerned with new tasks: They have to communicate with the teledoctor respectively among the team and interact with ICT (e.g. tablet pc) or medical devices (e.g. ECG etc.) simultaneously, which takes attention and cognitive resources. On the other site, the teledoctor’s job demands high multitasking abilities, too. Thus, the amount of information and the workload is to be reduced to the most necessary extent. For this purpose, informational requirements of the medical personnel have to be identified. Mainly, by investigating informational needs of querying EDs (and paramedics) and the actual usage of the system (e.g. input modes) should detect the most suitable way of information representation and the appropriate amount of information.

Additional factors, which determine the success of this ETS, are a consequent report of feedback and a clear division of labor. By analyzing the communication between the teledoctor and the speaker on-site, it becomes obvious that redundant conversations were conducted and one party has to inquire the other about the progress of current actions. Both must give feedback about her/his actions frequently to share the workload efficiently. Therefore, feedback rules are needed and an EMS–related feedback etiquette. Moreover, tasks within the rescue operation have to be divided clearly across the team. The teledoctor should execute actions appropriate to his workspace. To support the rescue team on-site, s/he should be responsible for the enrolment at the hospital, the writing of the emergency log, and the mining of patient data, for instance, retrieving data regarding the patient’s anamnesis (physician’s letters, medical history) from hospital’s or surgery’s databases. For this reason, it has to be ensured that the teledoctor can access important patient data.

However, completing these tasks depends on the quality of the information flow: “As the teledoctor, I often take care of the enrolment at the hospital and the transfer of the patient data to the doctor in charge there to support the ED on-site. Thus, I am not having all [required] informations and I can never answer questions [of the emergency room receptionist] regarding the patient. Then, I have to interrupt the talk. In this case, I do not know if data gets lost or is transmitted incorrectly, […] although it [my support] reduces the workload of the emergency physician on-site” (ED11). As a consequence, necessary information must been transmitted (or requested) before beginning to process the task.

Apparently, the patient is not exclusively in the focus of attention in the emergency operation any more. In the interviews, EDs with experience of being telemedically-supported remark an alleged attention shift from the emergency situation and the patient to the advice or discussion with the teledoctor. Also, sometimes the patient is confused by the voice connection between the “invisible” teledoctor and the ED on-site (ED8). For this, guidelines have to be established in order to control the communication between the teledoctor and the rescue team.
Usage of ICT within the Workflow

The implemented ICT should meet four general requirements concerning appropriateness, robustness, durability, and weight. The technical equipment should fit into the workflow according to the varying circumstances on the incident site.

First, the set of devices must be reduced to a minimum extent at least. If possible, multifunctional devices should be used. Second, regarding the results of our participatory observation, used hardware must be rugged and robust because it is placed everywhere possible on-site. Third, the battery of devices must last for a few hours. Presently, it often has to charge in the ambulance vehicle for which it has to be mounted and cannot be used meanwhile. Recharge and mounting units should be designed in a way that the device can be used while charging. Fourth, it must be lightweight because it is an add-on to the current medical equipment. In our ergonomic evaluation of this device, the majority of participants assessed the original weight (3.31 lbs/1500 g) as too heavy (Figure 5). Due to our results, we highly recommend the usage of a handheld device in ETS with a weight between 1.54 lbs/700 g and 2.43 lbs/1100 g.

![Figure 5: Should the tablet PC be more lightweight? For each weight class n = 10.](image)

Concerning the tablet PC in particular: Software should deliver a real-time feedback about the teledoctor’s notes to the ED on-site to avoid taking the same notes two times. Thus, the teledoctor can write the log of the rescue mission by listening the conversation between ED on-site and the patient, which the ED on-site can see. Therefore, a feature of the system should be a collaborative, real-time text editing for both users by employing high-quality audio equipment.

The design of the graphical user interface (GUI) is even more important than adding or improving functions of devices. The common principles of ergonomic design should be followed carefully as the quality of the GUI often determines the user’s performance and her/his degree of satisfaction while using the device.

Finally, reliability of the technical equipment in general, and of data transfer in particular is another key requirement, which should be taken for granted in high-quality ETS. The system has to report feedback immediately to the teledoctor and the ED on-site because an emergency case people’s health is in high-risk and time sensitive situation.
CONCLUSION

The evaluation and analysis of the teledoc tor concept as a telemedical support for emergency situations basically showed positive results. All interviewed emergency doctors agreed that the teledoctor is a powerful concept, which may compensate for the lack of emergency physicians on-site, supports less experienced colleagues (with a possibly) different specialization, and allows to context-adaptively advise paramedics as well as to authorize medical treatment. Also, respondents agreed on the increasing efficiency of the emergency process: with the help of a teledoctor, the diagnosis on-site can be accomplished by virtue of a more detailed and targeted medical information, which basically expedites the logistics and the organization of the rescue operation. Basically, any technical support in the high-demanding and time-critical rescue-chain is a relief to the emergency staff involved in the process.

However, the interviewed emergency doctors also reported shortcomings and barriers towards the usage of a teledoctor. One concern is the low trust in the reliability of the technology involved. The second one was the alleged attention shift from the emergency situation and the patient as such to the advice or discussion with the teledoctor. With respect to optimization of the emergency situation, the teledoctor concept seems to be a promising way of meeting the upcoming challenges in emergency medicine. Future studies will have to examine if the concerns raised by the EDs will vanish with increasing experience in both roles: as ED on-site or as supervising teledoctor in the primary control unit remotely.
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